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Abstract 
Consensus functions on trees that satisfy the standard independence of irrelevant alternatives 
condition are characterized as being either constant functions or projections. As a corollary, a strong 
version of Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem follows. 
1. Introduction 
The axiomatic approach to methods of aggregation (consensus) of various types of 
discrete structures has been extensively studied ever since the appearance of the 
influential work of Arrow in 1951 [l]. Let $3 be the set of all discrete structures of 
a particular type and let k be a positive integer. A consensusfunction on 9 is simply 
a function C : $13’ -+ 9. Arrow’s work was concerned with social choice or voting 
theory, so that $3 was usually the set of all linear orders or weak orders (rankings) on 
a given set of alternatives. The goal was to give “good” methods for arriving at 
a group’s consensus ranking which are based on the individual voters’ rankings. The 
famous Arrow Impossibility Theorem states that three very reasonable axioms for 
a group consensus function are inconsistent. There has been a plethora of papers and 
books written that were motivated by this axiomatic approach (cf. [6, 10, 121). 
What has recently become apparent is that the paradigm of Social Choice Theory 
presents a viable general model for an approach to the problem of the aggregation of 
tree, and even more general discrete, structured data. The first papers to use this 
approach were in the area of numerical taxonomy [7,9] and gave a new point of view 
to the consensus of trees as applied to this field. 
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Let S be a given set. In this paper 9 = 4, where .9 is the set of all trees with no 
vertices of degree two and exactly ISI endvertice.,, Q each labelled with an element of S. 
Trees of this type were called phylogenetic trees in [S], but here we will just refer to 
them as trees. To give the reader an idea as to why consensus functions on trees are 
worthy of study, consider the following situation. Suppose S is a given set of n species 
upon which various measurements and other comparisons are made in order to 
construct an y1 by n dissimilarity matrix D. An estimate of the (undirected) evolution- 
ary history of S is desired, with k algorithms or procedures available to produce such 
trees from D. It is unlikely that the k output trees would all be identical so a consensus 
tree would be one way to summarize these data into one estimate. 
The goal of the present paper is to correct a minor error in the proof of a version of 
Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem for trees found in [S], and then to investigate the 
strength of one of the axioms. 
2. Arrow’s theorem for trees revisited 
Let S be a set with n 2 5 elements and C be a consensus function on X. Throughout, 
an element P = (TV, , zk) of Yk will be called a proJile, and C(P) the consensus tree for 
P. Many of the axioms proposed in the literature for consensus functions on 9 are 
given in terms of the “building blocks” of the elements of 9. For example, if 9 is the 
set of linear or weak orders on S, then the building blocks of an element of 9 would be 
its set of defining ordered pairs. Often 9 itself can be equipped with a partial order 
and in [2] and [3], an elegant general model was given which identified the join 
irreducibles in 9 with the building blocks of the elements of 9 and allowed the axioms 
to be naturally stated in an abstract order theoretic setting. 
The building blocks of elements of 9 are based on four element subsets of S using 
the following observation. For z E 9, every set of four elements {a, b, c, d} G S can be 
labelled x, y, w, z so that the path joining x and y is disjoint from the path joining 
w and z, or all paths joining any two labelled vertices a, b, c, d intersect. The four 
possibilities are given in Fig. 1. 
The notation (ab, cd) E z will be used for case (l), (ac, bd) E z for case (2), (ad, bc) E T 
for case (3), and (abed) E z for case (4). Colonius and Schulze [S] have observed that T is 
uniquely determined by specifying which of the four cases is true for each of the 
:x1 :x, :xd 1x1 
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Fig. 1 
four-element subsets of S. They also give a characterization of those quaternary 
relations that arise this way. 
Using the notation above, a tree z E $ will be considered as a set of specifications, 
one for each four-element subset of S. These will be referred to as the quadruplets of T. 
For example, z is the star if and only if z = {(abed): {a, b, c, d} G S}. Also, using this 
notation we have that the quadruplets (abed) and (xywz) are equal if 
{a, b, c, d) = {x, y, w, z}, whereas (ub, cd) and (xy, wz) are equal if {a, b} = {x, y} and 
{c,d} = {w,z}. F or example, note that if (ub, cd) E T and (ae, cd) E r, then (be, cd) E T. If 
X 5 S, zIx will denote the set of quadruplets of T made up entirely with elements of X. 
For profiles P = (zi, . . . ,zk) and P’ = (T;, . . . ,z;), let PI, = P’I, denote the fact that 
ZiIX = Z~IX for all i = l,... , k. When Plx = P’lx we say that P agrees with P’ on X. 
We now list two classical axioms for a consensus function C:Yk + 9. 
(P) C is Pareto if for any profile P = (TV,. , Tk) E Yk and {a, b, c, d} G S, (ub,cd) E Ti 
for all i = 1, . . , k, implies that (ub, cd) E C(P). 
(I) C is independent (of‘ irrelevant alternatives) if for X c S and profiles P and P’, 
PI, = P’I, implies that C(P)lx = C(P’)I,. 
Axiom (P) simply says that C should preserve unanimity among any profile upon 
which it acts, while (I) requires C to preserve agreement on subsets of S. At first blush, 
both appear very reasonable conditions to impose on a “good” consensus function. 
The analog of Arrow’s Theorem, which we will prove shortly, will show that it is 
impossible to have both conditions satisfied unless we accept the following undesir- 
able property. 
(D) C is dictatorial if there exists j E (1, . . . , k} such that for any profile 
P = (Tl, . . . , T,&} E 9k, (ub, cd) E Tj implies (ab, cd) E C(P). 
Our first theorem is a version of Arrow’s Theorem and was first announced in [S], but 
recently an error was found in the proof. We include a modified proof for completeness. 
Theorem 1. A consensus function is independent and Pareto ifund only ifit is dictatorial. 
We will prove Theorem 1 through a rather standard sequence of lemmas. In these 
lemmas we will assume that the consensus function C:Yk + $ is independent and 
Pareto. A subset A G { 1, , k} = K is almost decisivefor ub versus cd, written ab I cd, if 
whenever P = (TV, . . , zk) E Xk satisfies (ub, cd) E Zi for all i E A and (ubcd) E Ti for all 
i E K \ A, then (ab, cd) E C(P). Similarly, A is decisive for ublcd if whenever 
P = (T1,... , TV) E Xk satisfies (ub, cd) E pi for all i E A then (ub, cd) E C(P). Thus c’ is 
dictatorial if and only if there exists a set with one element that is decisive for all ub I cd. 
A subset A is (almost) decisive if there exist x, y, z, t such that A is (almost) decisive for 
xy 1 zt. It is clear that if A is a decisive set then it is also an almost decisive set. Clearly if 
a consensus function C:9k + 9 is Pareto, then K is decisive. 
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Lemma 2. There exists an almost decisive set A with ) A 1 = 1. 
Proof. Let A be an almost decisive set of minimum cardinality and assume 1 Al 2 2. 
Letj E A and set AI = {j}, A2 = A\A1 and A3 = K\A. Suppose A is almost decisive 
for ab( cd. Construct a profile P = (zi, . . . , TV) as follows: { (ab, cd), (ae, cd), (abde)} c Zj; 
{ (ab, cd), (ab, de), (acde)} _ c r, f or all i E A,; Ti is the star for all i E A3. P is arbitrary 
otherwise. Since A is almost decisive for ablcd it follows that (ab, cd) E C(P). If 
(ab,de) E C(P), then it follows from independence using the set X = {a,b,d, e}, that 
A2 is almost decisive for ab) de contrary to the minimality of A. Thus (ab, de) I$ C(P). 
This forces (ae, cd) E C(P). Applying (I) using the set X = {a, e, c, d} we get that AI is 
almost decisive for aelcd, again contrary to the minimality of A. q 
Lemma 3. If {j } is almost decisive for some ab I cd, then (j } is almost decisive for all 
xy I wz. 
Proof. Let x $ {a, b, c, d}. It suffices to show that {j}, is almost decisive for xb 1 cd. 
Construct a profile P = (zl, . . . ,zk) as follows: {(ab,cd), (xb,cd), (ax, cd), (ab,cx), 
(ab, dx) > c Tj; {(ax, bc), (ax, bd), ( ax, cd), (abed), (xbcd)} G Ti for all i # j; P is arbitrary 
otherwise. Since {j } is almost decisive for ab 1 cd we get (ab, cd) E C(P). It follows from 
(P) that (ax, cd) E C(P). Thus (xb, cd) E C(P). It now follows from (I) that {j} is almost 
decisive for xb I cd. 0 
Lemma 4. Zf {j } is an almost decisive set for all xy 1 wz, then {j} is a decisive set for all 
xy I wz. 
Proof. Let P = (TV, . . . ,zk) be a profile with (ab, cd) E 71. We want to show that 
(ab, cd) E C(P). Construct a profile P’ = (fi, . . . ,z;) as follows: let {(ab,cd), 
(ab, cw), (ab, dw), (acdw),(bcdw)} c T;; f or i # j let (abcw) E zi, (abdw) E 7:; and let 
PI{~,b,c,d) = p’l{a,b,c,d); P is arbitrary otherwise. Note that (ab,cw) E ZJ and that 
(abcw) E 7; for all i # j. Since {j > is almost decisive for ab 1 cw we get (ab, cw) E C(P’). 
Also notice that (ab, dw) E TJ and that (abdw) E z,! for all i fj. Since (j} is almost 
decisive for ab Idw we get (ab, dw) E C(P’). Thus (ab, cd) E C(P’). Since 
PI (a,b,c,d) = p’I(a,b,c,d)> it follows from independence that (ab, cd) E C(P). 0 
3. Consensus functions that satisfy the independence axiom 
Since (P) is such a natural property to want for a consensus function, Theorem 1 
indicates that axiom (I) should be thoroughly investigated even though it too is very 
natural. When 99 is the set of linear orders on S, a classical result found in Murakami 
[ 1 l] and Wilson [13] says (essentially) that if C is a consensus function on 9 that 
satisfies the analogous axiom (I), then C is either constant, dictatorial, or there exists 
jE{l,...,k} such that for any profile P=(;11,...,IZk)~9k, (a,b)EAj implies 
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(b,a) E C(P). (Such a voter j is often said to be persecuted.) Not much is known for 
other types of structures 9. In the case of trees we will now show that consensus 
functions satisfying (I) are very restrictive indeed and, in fact, must either be constants 
or projections. This result will then allow us to strengthen Theorem 1. 
Let C be a consensus function on 9. C is a projection if there exists j E { 1, . . . , k} 
such that for any profile P = (ri, . . . , zk) E 9“ we have C(P) = rj. C is constant if there 
exists T E 9 such that for any profile P = (Q, . , zk) E Yk we have C(P) = r. A profile 
P = (51, . ..) zk) E fk is constant if ri = Zj for all i, j E (1, . . . , k}. If r is the tree that 
determines the constant profile P, then we will denote C(P) by C(r). The main result of 
this paper can now be stated. 
Theorem 5. A consensus function satisfies independence if and only if it is either 
a constant or a projection. 
We will prove Theorem 5 using induction on I S I. Surprisingly, the difficult (tedious) 
part of the proof is the basis step of the argument and we will establish this with 
a sequence of lemmas. 
Lemma 6. Let 1 S 1 = 5 and assume that the consensus function C is independent. If there 
exists a z E 9 such that C(P) = z for all constant profiles P, then C is constant. 
Proof. We can label the vertices of r as u, u,x,y,z so that exactly one out of the 
following three possibilities holds: 
r = { @~XY), (uuxz), (UUYZ), (UXY.4, (UXYZ) > , (4.1) 
z = {(w XY), (w x4, (w YZ), WY4, (UXYZ) > 3 (4.2) 
z = {(w XY), (uu, x4, (w YZ), (ux, YZ), (ux, YZ,} . (4.3) 
Let P = (zl , . . . , zk) be a profile that is not constant and construct a profile 
P’ = (z;, . . . ,T;) as follows: If (UUXY) E Ti then let rf = { (uuxy), (UZ, UX), (UZ, uy), (UZ, xy), 
(uxyz)}. If (UU, xy) E Zi then let ri = { (UU, xy), (UZ, UX), (uz, uy), (UZ, xy), (UZ, xy)}. If 
(ux, uy) E ri then let rf = { (ux, uy), (uz, ux), (uz, uy), (uz, xy), (xz, uy)} . Finally, if 
(uy, ux) E ri then let r( = { (uy, ux), (uz, ux), (uz, uy), (uz, xy), (ux, yz)}. Notice that (uz, ux), 
(uz, uy) and (uz, xy) all belong to 21 for every i E { 1, . , k}. Let r* be a tree containing 
(uz, ux), (uz, uy) and (uz,xy), so r* agrees with rl on {u,z, u, x}, {u,z, u,y} and {u, z,x, y}. 
Since C(r*) = r, (I) implies that C(P’) agrees with r on (u,z, u, x}, {u, z, u, y} and 
{u, z, x, y}. Therefore { (uuxz), (uuyz), (uxyz)} c C(P) if (4.1) holds; { (uu, xz), (uu, yz), 
(uxyz)} c C(P) if (4.2) holds; or { (uu, xz), (uu, yz), (ux, yz)} E C(P’) if (4.3) holds. In all 
cases it easily follows that C(P’) = r. Since P~~u,v,X,Y~ = P’I~U,v,X,Yl, by independence 
we get (uuxy) E C(P) if (4.1) holds, and (uu, xy) E C(P) if either (4.2) or (4.3) holds. Using 
analogous arguments to create new profiles P’ will show that in the case of (4.1), (uxyz) 
and (uvxz) belong to C(P); in the case of (4.2) (uxyz) belongs to C(P); and in the case of 
(4.3), (ux,yz) belongs to C(P). It now follows that C(P) = z in each possible case, so 
that C(P) = z for every profile P. Therefore C is constant. Cl 
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Lemma 7. Let 1 S 1 = 5 and assume that the consensus function C is independent. Zf 
C(cJcJ = 00, where go denotes the star, then either C is constant or C is a projection. 
Proof. Label the elements of S as a, b, c, d,e. So o. = {(abed), (abce),(abde), 
(acde),(bcde)}. L t e o1 = { (ab, cd), (ab, ce), (ab, de), (acde), (bcde)}. Since (TV agrees with 
cl on {a,e,c,d) and (b,c,d,e) and C(a,) = go, it follows from independence that 
{(acde), (bcde)} c C(a,). It IS easy to see that this implies C(a,) = co or C(a,) = cri. 
We consider each of these cases separately. Throughout the remaining proofs we will 
be using arguments like the above repeatedly and will simply say “by applying (I) 
between co and oi” for such a situation. 
Case 1: C(0,) = Go. 
Let g2 = {(abed), (abce), (ab, de), (UC, de), (bc, de)}, o3 = {(abed), (ab, ce), (abde), 
(ad, ce), (bd, ce)}, and a4 = ((ab, cd), (abce), (abde), ( ae,cd), (be,cd)}. It follows by ap- 
plying independence between gi (i = 2,3,4) and cro or g1 where appropriate, that 
{(abed), (abce), (ubde)} E C(ai) f or i = 2,3,4. Thus C(o,) = C(o,) = C(o,) = co. 
Notice that for any constant profile P it follows applying (I) between P and go, cr2, CJ~, 
or o4 that { (acde), (bcde)) G C(P). 
Let c5 = {(UC, bd), (UC, be), (abde), (UC, de), (bcde)}, and 66 = {(ad, bc), (abce), (ad, be), 
(ad,ce), (bcde)}. It follows by applying independence between o. and o5 that 
(abde) E C(a,) so that { (abde), (ucde), (bcde)} G C(o,). Another application of 
independence between co and 06 gives { (abce), (ucde), (bcde)} C C(0,). Thus 
C(o,) = C(0,) = CO. Notice that for any constant profile P it follows by applying 
independence between it and either co, gl, g5, or 06 that (abed) E C(P). Therefore 
{(abed), (acde), (bcde)} E C(P) f or all constant profiles P and we thus have that 
C(P) = go for all constant profiles P. Therefore C is constant by Lemma 6. 
Case 2: C(a,) = cl. 
Let o E 9 have exactly one vertex of degree three. Then we can label the vertices of 
o as u,v,x,y,z (of course {u,v,x,y,z} = {a,b,c,d,e}) so that (r = {(~v,xy),(~v,xz), 
(uv, yz), (uxyz), (vxyz)}. It follows by applying independence between co and G that 
{(uxyz), (vxyz)} c C(o). Therefore C(a) = co or C(a) = g. If C(o) = co, then arguing 
as in Case 1 with u = a, v = b, x = c, y = d and z = e, we get that C is constant. This is 
contrary to the fact that C(a,) # C(a,). Thus C(a) = G for all trees cr that have exactly 
one vertex of degree three. 
Let G E 9 have three vertices of degree three. Then we can label the vertices of CJ as 
U, v, x, y, z so that ~7 = { (uv, xy), (uv, xz), (uv, yz), (ux, yz), (OX, yz)}. Apply independence 
twice between two trees, each tree having exactly one vertex of degree three, and r~ to 
conclude that C(a) = 0. Thus we have that C(o) = o for all CJ E .Y. 
It now easily follows that C is Pareto. From Theorem 1, C is a dictatorship, so there 
existsjE{1,...,k}suchthatforanyprofileP={~,,...,z,)E9k,(ab,cd)E~jimplies 
(ub, cd) E C(P). Moreover, it is not hard to show that if (abed) E Zj then (abed) E C(P). 
To see this first construct a profile P’ = (z;, . . . , z;) as follows: Let 
TJ = { (ubcd), (ubce), (ab, de), (ac, de), (bc, de)), let (ubce) E r! for i # j, and let 
PI (a,b,c,d) = P’i(a,b,c,d). Then (&de) E C(Y) since C is a dictatorship. Also 
(a&e) E C(P’) since C(o,) = oO and by applying independence between P’ and B,,. 
Thus C(P’) = T;. It now follows from independence that (abed) E C(P). Therefore 
C(P) = ‘j and we have shown that C is a projection. 0 
Lemma 8. Let ISI = 5 and assume that the consensus function C is independent. If 
C(CJ,) # co, then C is constant. 
Proof. Either C(o,) has exactly one vertex of degree three or C (co) has thee vertices of 
degree three. Thus we can label the vertices of C(o,) as U,U, x, y,z so that either 
C(ocl) = I(G V)? ( uv, xz), (~0, ~4, (UXYZ), (VXYZ)} or C(ad = f&4 XY), (uv, 4, (u4 y4, 
(WYZ), (0.~~4). Let g1 = {(UXUY), ( W cz), (UY, uz), (UXYZ), (XY, d}, fl2 = { (UY> ox), 
(uxuz), (UY, 4, (UY, xz), (UXYZ) 1, 63 = {@WY), (W uz), (UY, uz), (WXY), (XYt uz))t 
c4 = { (ux, UY), (uxuz), (W UY), (UZXY), (-uz, UY) 1, g5 = { (Wq4, (W uz), (UUYZ), (WYZ), 
(XUYZ)}, and 06 = {(uVXY), (XkuZ), (UY,uZ), (XY,d (uXYZ)}. Now 01 i~~,~.~.,~) = 
~oI~~,~,~.,~) and ~1 l~~,~,~,~~ = dtu,x.~,z~. Applying independence between co and o, we 
get either {(uu, xy), (uxyz)} s C(a,) or {(uu,xy), (ux, yz)} G C(o,). In either case it 
follows that C(a,) = C(o,). Similarly, we get C(o,) = C(a,). Now 
(73 I{u,x,L..z) = 01 I{u,x.v,z) and ~31~u,v.y,rI = ~1 IIU,C,y,ZJ. Applying independence we get 
{(UQXZ), (WYZ)} s W3). Thus (WXY) E W3). Now ~41~u,x,v,z~ = ~oIc~,~,~,~) and 
~4l{U,X,Y,Z) = ~Ol{u,x,JJ.z). Applying independence we get either { (UQ xz), 
WYZ) 1 E W4) or {( uo,xz), (ux, yz)j E C(a,). In either case we get C(a,) = C(a,). 
Now 05 l(u,x,o.,q = ~41+,o,Y) and ~~l~o,x,Y,z~ = o. 1 cc, x, y, =). Applying independence we 
get either { (uv, xy), (uxyz)} G C(a,) or { ( uqxy), (ux, yz)} G C(o,). In either case it 
follows that C(a,) = C(a,). Similarly, since f36 I~U,c.,x,Y) = co ((u,o,x,g) and o6 I(L.,x,Y,z) = 
~Ol{a,x,Y.z) we get { (uu, xy), (uxyz)] c_ C(a,) or { (UU, xy), (ux, yz)) c_ C(a,), so that in 
either case C(CJ,) = C(a,). Now let P be a constant profile determined by c. Since each 
of the four possibilities for {u, u, x, y} occurs in ran, c2, c3, or a4, applying (I) between 
a and the appropriate ai gives (uu,xy) E C(P). Each of the four possibilities for 
{u,x,y,z} occurs in ao, a2, a5, or a6, so applying (I) between a and the appropriate 
ai gives (uxyz) E C(P) or (ux, yz) E C(P). Thus C(P) = C(a,) for all constant profiles 
P and it follows from Lemma 6 that C is constant. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5. We use induction on n. For n = 5 it follows from Lemmas 7 and 
8 that C is either constant or a projection. Assume the result is true for n - 1 and that 
n 2 6. Let X,, . . . ,X, be the n distinct subsets of S each having n - 1 elements. Note 
that for any 7 E 9 we have u,Y= 1 T Ix, = z. 
Let pi be the set of all trees on Xi. Note that { T.(~,: z ES> = (7’: 7’ E A}. Define 
Ci:Y/ + pi by C,(P) = C(p)I,, where p E 9’ and PIxz = P. Since C is independent, 
each Ci is well defined and each Ci is independent. By the induction hypothesis, each 
Ci is either constant or a projection. Since I Xi n Xj I 2 4 for all i # j, we may consider 
a subset {a,b,c,d} of Xi nXj. Let P=(T, ,..., ~k)~9~. Then Ci(P(X,)l{a,b,c,d)= 
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[c(p)lXcl I(a,b,r,d) = C(p)ka.b,c,d). Similarly, Cj(PIXj)l(a,b,c,d) = c(p)l{a,b,c,d). Thus we 
have 
(2.1) 
for all profiles P. If Ci is a projection, then there exist profiles P and P’ such that 
Ci(PIXi)l{o,b,c.d) f Ci(P’\Xi)l(o,b,c,d). Therefore Cj is also a projection since 
Cj(PIX,)l(a,b,c,d) # Cj(p’lXj)l{a,b,c.d) from (2.1). Thus we have that either Ci is constant 
for all i = 1, . . . , n or Ci is a projection for all i = 1, . . . , n. 
Assume Ci is a projection for all i. Then there exist pi E { 1, . . . , k} such that for any 
profile P = (zl, . . . ,zk) E Yk, C(Plxi) = zpi Ixi. In this case, (2.1) becomes 
Zp,I(.,b,c,d) = ~,,~lt~,b,~,d) for all pj which fOrCeS pi = pj. If We let p denote this Common 
index, then Ci(PJxi) = s,,lx, for all i = 1, . . . , n. Thus, for any P = (zl, . . , zk) E Yk, we 
get 
C(P) = fi C(P)IX, = fi Ci(P(X,) = i, ZplXi = zp. 
i=l i=l i=l 
Therefore C is a projection. 
Now assume CL is constant for all i = 1,. . . , n and let P and P’ be two profiles. Since 
C(P)lxi = Ci(PIXi) = Ci(P)(Xi) = C(P’)lx{ for all i = 1, . . . ,n we get C(P) = C(P’). 
Therefore C is constant. 0 
We can now slightly strengthen Theorem 1 with the following. 
Corollary 9. A consensus function is independent and Pareto if and only if it is 
a projection. 
Finally, we should contrast Theorem 5 with a recent result in [4]. Here we showed 
that for a different type of tree than the one considered above, the analog of condition 
(I) turns out to be not nearly as strong. In fact we were able to present an example of 
a consensus function defined on these trees that is not a dictatorship but is Pareto and 
satisfies the analogous condition (I). Work on different versions of independence 
conditions on various types of trees continues. 
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